The Concordia Discussion Group is an evolution of Project Concordia, an umbrella initiative to drive harmonization and interoperability of identity technology. Concordia is the Roman goddess of agreement, understanding, and marital harmony. In this spirit, the goals of this group are to:

- Collect real-world user and deployer knowledge from around the world about the undesirable complexities of interactions among identity-enabled systems
- Develop use-case scenarios and requirements that capture and aim to reduce this complexity, particularly in cases where multiple identity specifications may be involved
- Foster implementation and interoperability experiments that explore and inform the use-case scenarios and requirements
- Facilitate the creation (in other venues) of additional specifications, profiles, guidelines, or other artifacts that drive successful development and deployment of ubiquitous, interoperable, privacy-respecting identity systems

Read the Discussion Group charter.

Chair: Open seat

Roles of Leadership

- Read the roles for Leadership

Dial-in Details

- Skype: +9900827044630912
- North American (toll): +1-201-793-9022
- Room Code: 4630912

International Toll:

- Austria +43 (0) 82040115470
- Belgium +32 (0) 70357134
- France +33 (0) 826109071
- Germany +49 01805009527
- Ireland +353 (0) 818270968
- Italy +39 848390177
- Spain +34 (9) 02885791
- Switzerland +41 (0) 84580397
- United Kingdom +44 (0) 8454018081
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